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Introduce speaker template

Many people are asked to introduce a speaker to an event and have no idea how to do it. In this quick guide, we provide you with several frameworks that you can use, as well as many sample scripts, and explain the questions you need to ask both your speaker and customer before you get started. Key points of an introduction by a great speaker Biography is not an introductionGrab the public's
attentionThe importance of the topicStablin speakeroutline's credibility What's in it for themTo say the name of the last name speakersWhy do we introduce a speaker or performer? There are many reasons why someone else presents a speaker or an act rather than going out on stage and starting their presentation or performance. Understanding them is an important part of the process of creating a great
introduction. Here are some of the reasons... Show respect for the presenterAss the audience settles and puts them focused on stage. Alternatively, it can advertise the audience and excite them for what they will experienceIt gives the production crew the ability to correct sound levels, lights and be ready with any audio/visual signal. It allows the public to know who this person is before they start, in case
there is no printed program. It can link the speaker's content or message to the event theme. It can emphasize why this message is important to the group and why they should listenIt is possible to show why this person is qualified to talk about the topic and share their insightsSe can allow the speaker to enter directly into the flesh of their presentationsSo, as you can see there is a lot to do even behind the
simplest presentations! Before you start writing an introduction by the rapporteur! Before you start writing an introduction, do you find out, does the speaker have a prepared introduction? If the person presenting is a professional speaker, for example this is what he does for a living, he should have a standard introduction already prepared for you or rather, an introduction that they have prepared specifically
for this event. They will understand the importance of the introduction and how it can help them and their presentation is successful. In reality, however, not all professional speakers will provide you with a prepared introduction, and most other non-professional speakers will not provide one at all. They may not even be aware that they can do so. What you'll get in most situations is a biography, which is not
an introduction and shouldn't be read as it is! This is a mistake that many people make. We'll show you later in the article how to convert a Bio into an introduction. If you receive an introduction, provided by the booker, customer, or speaker itself, use it as written. Don't try to improve it. The only time to do this is if you see some glaring mistakes or you really need to cut a little leisure time, but you'll find that
the most provided presentations are carefully crafted and most will be quite enough add anything, say it before you start the introduction provided and then finish with their words. Professional tipSpeaking time ... if a speaker provides you with a long-windy introduction or insists that a video highlights pack runs before they approve on stage, make sure this is included in their presentation time! Normally I
start timing a speaker after I leave the stage and they start, but if they insist on a really long one or play a 5-minute video first, this should be part of their allotted time. There's a bit of a trend to have a video playback before they actually get out of the way. It's really part of the presentation.. A biography is not an IntroductionNotice, I referred to the introductions provided. These are not biographies! You will
often be given a biography of the presenter. The Customer probably received it from the Speaker or copied it from their website and was helpful to them in selecting the Speaker for the engagement. But these are rarely useful as Speaker Presentations. A biography, like a CV you put together to help you get a job, lists all your qualifications, results, career highlights, publications, awards etc. But your
audience doesn't really need to know all this! They don't really care. They essentially just want to know three things. Is this topic important? Is the Speaker qualified to talk about the Topic? What's in it for them? Don't fall into the trap of just reading a long biography that you're given. We'll show you later in the article how to quickly create a strong Introduction.PRO TIP SpeakerIt's always a good idea if you
can check directly with the speaker that the topic of their speech is unchanged. Many speakers are booked many months before their presentations. In the case of major international events this could also be a year before! In some cases, a voice topic or title may change. The speaker may have a totally different theme or presentation from that printed on the agenda or in the notes provided. If you create a
wonderful Introduction, touching on the theme or importance of speech, it helps if it is aligned. Two strategies First, you should, if possible, talk to your speakers before introducing them. There are many reasons for this, which we have discussed here. During this conversation, you can verify that the title and topic are more or less the same. Second, if your speaker has a Powerpoint presentation to
accompany the speech, you can usually see the first slide. This should alert you to a change at first. You'll see this when you're setting up on stage or you might not see it at the Audio Visual Desk if it's controlled by the AV team. If you see that there is a of course, you can find out more and edit it accordingly. Questions for your customerWe already have specific training that covers all the questions you
should ask your customer before an event, but here are some that specifically refer to the introduction. what what the purpose of the whole meeting? What is the purpose of this speech? Why did you choose this speaker? Will I be given a biography or a fixed introduction? Answers to these questions should provide you with a pretty solid foundation to work on, especially if you follow the Introducing a
Speaker sample script described below. Speaker Introduction Framework 1Is a very solid framework to begin with that I have been using for many years. I was taught this by Ron Tachhi who was a very successful speaker and then ran a great Speaker Bureau in Australia. His was based on a structure taught in Toastmasters Training. (I must point out that I have changed the order of 4 points because I
believe it has a much greater impact in this way.) The rapporteur's introduction has 4 parts dealing with a different question in turn.1/ Why this topic? Why is this issue important? This allows you to start with a bang: ask a question, declare an alarming fact, interesting insights or stunning statistics. What you're trying to do here is attract the attention of the audience, prevent them from thinking about the
previous presentation, or even just looking from their phone where they checked their email. It can be as short as a simple sentence or maybe two or three to frame the subject. ExamplesDo you know there are more malls in America than high schools? What do you think is the most common cause of death of children under 5 in the world? A quick show of hands ... Who here believes that (XXXXXX) is the
biggest problem facing our industry at the moment? 2/ Why this Speaker? Secondly, the credibility of the speaker must be established. This is where you mention some of the highlights of their biography. Choose the most significant ones and, above all, those that relate most to the topic and theme. You're positioning the speaker as the best person to provide insights and solutions to the topic.3/ Why this
audience? Now you create a link between the object and the audience. How this subject directly affects them. You are leaders in our community... These changes to the legislation and will get you more than most ... If you expect to earn more next year... 4/ Why now? Why is it nice to learn this now? What is the advantage for them? What are they going to get out of it? Why should they pay attention at this
time? In Terms of Sales.. you've heard of pain, now here's the solution! What's in it for them! You're gathering momentum and building some excitement. Examples In the next 30 minutes you will learn ... We get some internal secrets from someone who ...Combining these 4 parts together has a nice flow and builds up to a strong finish. Speaker's name LastName It's usually best to end up with people
Name as the last thing you say. If I showed up example you could say .... You could welcome to the stage, Timothy Hyde, the founder of ExpertMC.com. It is much better to say ..., please welcome the to the the founder of ExpertMC.com, Timothy HydeLong with the introductionDepension from circumstances you should really try to maintain a short and narrow speaker introduction. You can pack a lot in just
2 minutes! Speaker Introduction Framework 2This is another element that you can add to any introduction and that's a more personal touch. This requires that you can contact the speaker before the event or at least have a few words with them on the day. What you're trying to find out is a personal anecdote or connection that weaves into the speaker's introduction. It could be a connection with the group,
location or cause. It could be where they live, where they were born or where they travel to others. Hobbies and sports teams that follow are great, and very often I ask ... what is the essential album you like to listen to during a long drive? As you can see these questions go beyond the normal level of formal presentations and add something a little special. It also allows for some humor. Professional tip If
you're introducing a number of speakers into an event, you can use this technique with each of them. After the first two presentations the audience expects to hear it every time and becomes a great running gag. Should I stay or should I go? The other question I'm asked a lot is :D I should give the speaker the introduction and then leave the stage or should I give the introduction and then wait for the
speaker to arrive at the lectern/center of the scene and then leave? My feeling about this is that you should wait at the lectern and there are a number of reasons for this. I like to check the attention of the public! If I leave before the speaker comes forward, the audience doesn't know where to look. I like to give the Speaker the introduction and the gesture towards their coming. Once they're on stage and
move to the center, everyone's watching them. Then I move slightly to the side but wait for them. Once they've almost reached the position of speech, I cheer my hand in welcome, shake hands and then leave the stage. However, I'm not leaving completely. Speakers are sometimes nervous, they may drop their notes, tinker with the slide control button etc. I'm close enough to answer if necessary. Once
they start, I can then proceed completely off stage. The final thought about introducing a speakerA of the joys of being an MC is that you can meet and work with some great speakers. Over the years I have introduced famous sportsmen, entrepreneurs, explorers, prime ministers, astronauts, inventors, life-changing surgeons and many others. And every time you witness a great speech, which you have
introduced well, you can think of yourself ... I helped make it a success! &lt;async= script &lt;!-- EMC Blog Responsive --&gt; &lt;ins class=adsbygoogle style=display:block data-ad-client=ca-pub-4621883951128174 data-ad-slot=5716629957 data-ad-format=auto data-full-width-responsive=true&gt;&lt;/ins&gt; data-full-width-responsive=true&gt;&lt;/ins&gt; (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle || []).push({});
Link recent content to inner circle link to 5 simple ways to get advertising Hello, I'm Timothy Hyde. I'm the guy ExpertMC.com. I have been a professional MC for over 25 years, working all over the world. We created this site 15 years ago to help people become better MTs and grow their MC business. Read ExpertMC via the link below
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